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Patricia Georgee 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Darren Churchill 
Friday, 31 May 
Terry Seymou r 
To: ph; Cc: Robert Livesay; Drew Simmons; Charlie Bell; Charlie Bell; Roger Howe; 
president@australian-democrats.org.au; secreta australian-democrats.org.au; 

NEmotions@googlegroups.com; FAD; Anthony David; 
Paul Ms. Fiona Cla Paul Cole; 

Dr James 
Greg Croke; Hayden 

Robin Davis; Paul Young; ran preston; 
Chris Bedding; David Collyer; 

Mr. Christopher Ridings; Hayden Ostrom Brown; Mr. Stuart Horrex; Mr. John Davey; 

John · Dan McMillan; Mrs. Sandra Kanc Mr. Max Baumann; 
ray Anderson; 

eane Crabb; David Orr; Mr. David Orr; Julia Melland; Lyn 
Alii son 

Subject: Please remove AEC email address 

Hello everyone, 

Please remove the AEC email from future discussion on this list. It is most inappropriate to be cc'g them into 
every piece of party correspondence. 

NE has the real business of administering the Party to get on with. That does not involve annoying respected 
public servants with our internal bickering. 

Also, please remove any factional mailing lists and other people who are not part of the NE as determined by 
members and upheld by yesterday's AEC determination. 

Kind regards, 
Darren 

Darren Churchill 
National President, Australian Democrats 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 31/05/2013, at 14:22, Terry Seymour wrote: 

apologies if message sent twice , go ogle groups sent a mail er daemon 
message 

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@google.com> 

tome 

[§] 
1 

2:20 PM (0 minutes 
ago) 

- . . 

~ 
Elf: 
Reply 

[§] 
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We're writing to let you know that the group you tried to contact (NEmotions) may not exist, or 
you may not have permission to post messages to the group. A few more details on why you 
weren't able to post: 

On Fri, May 31, 2013 at 2:20PM, Terry wrote: 
The person who asked :who are you" is displaying a person does not 
understand how an emaillist works and probably thinks their reply is going to the one person 
and not to the entire cc'd list of addresses 

Alltematively the person may be a "troll" out to create a controversy by posting a message to all 
in the hope that dissent will be created amongst the email recipients . 

The member might even be neither of the above, merely a member of the NE or the NE's 
mailing list who feels powerless and frustrated by this lingering dispute , which no party or 
faction has managed to resolve 

The proposed motion may not have the effect of resolving the issue as there maybe a counter 
motion/amendment already being drafted .The filling of the positions in the motion is perhaps 
premature, it might have been sufficient for a single person to act as the party agent for purposes 
of liaising with the AEC, so that a definitive outcome can be achieved . 
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